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Abstract: This paper substantiates the necessity of ERP-systems’ use in the trade-oriented companies. The main requirements of a marketing analysis software module are defined. The basic characteristics and functionality of the Registry_M module during its implementation at a company dealing with automobile spare parts import and trade are discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

During the company existence a lot of information is accumulated and its volume exponentially increases. Business processes’ dynamics sets to the managers more and more shorter time for decision making. In these terms using of ERP-system is not just desirable. The availability of suitable information system is a crucial factor for the future company progress. The requirements to the ERP-system modules are growing up as well. The system has to make business processes “transparent” to the governing body and the information form to allow a quick orientation in the main trends of the business.

The implementation of the marketing analysis module at a trade-oriented company is of the great importance. Its main functionality has to include:

- Processing in Real-time – obtaining the “shot” of the relationships between the company and the market at the present time;
- Generation of detailed information about the Sales History for any period of time;
- Stock items analysis – total information about sales, turnover and profit, “top”-items, sales trends;
- Stock groups analysis – total information about sales generalized at stock group level;
- Clients analysis – total information about sales at a particular client level or sales of the group of clients, trends in client’s behavior;
- Suppliers analysis – total information about sales of goods, provided from suppliers;
- Regions analysis – total information about sales in geographic remote stores of the company;
- Remote access to the system – remote operation with the integrated data base;
- Protection and Security – determine and control of different access levels to the marketing information.

The presented software module Registry_M satisfies more of the requirements listed above.

MARKETING ANALYSIS MODULE Registry_M

One of the most concerned ERP-system users are companies dealing with automobile spare parts import and trade. On one hand their contractors abroad set the necessity of a perfect organization. On the other hand the operation with a multitude of clients, a huge nomenclature and the set of geographic remote stores necessitate the implementation of a powerful information system. The presenting module Registry_M is a part of such ERP-system, which generates in real-time the necessary marketing analysis.

The main form, where the criteria for selection should be posed (manager’s questions) is shown on Fig.1.
It has to be determined the desired period of time, the particular supplier or client and stock items scope (particular item, group or main group) according to ERP-system nomenclature. There is also a possibility to select the information concerning group of clients (with the same characteristic). The buttons at the bottom of the form are starts the analysis. Generated information is placed in different windows allowing their comparison.

Detailed information about the Sales History according to the chosen selection (in the main form) is shown on Fig.2. For every stock position sold, the quantity, the current client price, the cost price, the profit and the concession are visualized. Initially the table gives the sales information chronologically but then it can be sorted by the every column’s content.

A total information on some basic market indices is generated on the bottom of the form. It contains the total count of items sold, the cost price of the item sold and the receiving turnover and profit. The average profit percent as a ratio of profit to turnover is calculated as well.

A generalized information about the stock Groups is shown on Fig.3. The total turnover, the corresponding profit and the percent ratio between them is visualized for every group of the selection. The system gives an information about the group’s quota from total sales.
It’s clear that much easier and faster is the orientation in the information presented graphically. The same table is presented graphically in other window as it is shown on Fig.4. Depending on which column the sort is done the data about turnover or the profit is given in the graphic form. All groups with totals below a specified limit are included in the sector “Others”. The limit size defines the number of the sectors (the smaller it is, the more the sectors are). Here the manager could change the information type (numbers/percentages) and to determine the limit size for “Others”.

In case of appropriate structure of the nomenclature base this analysis allows to be calculated the market quota of similar stock items (from the same group), provided from different suppliers. This helps setting up the company’s policy towards the suppliers. Such a “dissection” of the information base could be done on a level of a particular stock item too. This way the manager obtains an information about “top”-items for the
specified period of time (quantity, turnover and profit). The trends in their sales are visualized in a different window (Fig.5).

Fig.5. Trends in sales of selected items

An additional “dissection” allows tracing up the items sales allocation in a selected month (Fig.6). This analysis is valuable with the opportunity for prognostication the market progress. So the company could respond ahead to its necessities.

Fig.6. Allocation of items sales in the specified month

The Clients analysis gives to the managers very useful information as well. On the base of clients’ behavior till now the company decides its future business dealings. The form on Fig.7 shows graphically generated table information about the turnover and the profit, obtained from business dealings with different clients.
Fig.7. Profit allocation according to **Clients** for a specified period

The client “physical person” generalizes the information of all the insignificant clients (clients without specified characteristic).

However, the total turnover and profit values are not always sufficient to form an adequate policy to a particular client. For this purpose the manager could use detailed information about the client’s behavior (Fig.8). On the figure it could be seen that otherwise the stable progress of sales of “Client 1” during the last two months scores sudden regress – a serious subject of speculation of the managers.

Fig.8. Behavior of the selected **Client** during the specified period of time

The result of the analysis on regional **Stores** level is shown on the Fig.9. This way the trade-oriented company with a branch structure could find out the properties and demands of the regional markets.
CONCLUSIONS

Nowadays, the existence and the progress of a trade-oriented company is impossible without ERP-system and its marketing analysis module. The effective use of this software allows to be taken in time strategic and tactic control decisions with respect of:

- What to be supplied, who should be the supplier and when the orders to be generated;
- In which region what to be sold, its price and when;
- Where there is a need the advertisement to be strengthened, goods from what store to be transferred;
- Whish are the strategic clients and what is the amount of discount to be proposed to the different clients;
- Which are the most important goods for the business, which are those that generate the biggest profits and the sale of which items must be stopped.

An export of the table information in Excel format gives the opportunity for additional statistic processing from other specialized systems.
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